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Exploratory [224]. Exploring [232]. Expressing [228]. Expression [175].

Extending [241].
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Figures [77]. Files [272]. Filtering [223].


Folksonomy [217, 218]. Formal [219].


Functionality [13, 15, 17, 78, 133]. Future [2, 142, 149, 163]. Futurology [108].


Geographic [129]. Get [98]. Getting [95].

Goal [219]. Got [151]. Government [188].

gram [22]. grammars [198]. graphic [3].

Grassroots [94, 96]. Gray [57]. Grid [264].

GUI [124]. guide [208].
Quality [183]. questions [208].

Quality [183]. questions [208].

Rural Scholarship [206, 269]. Reengineering [138]. Reference [7, 8].


Resources [42, 50, 162, 174, 224, 241]. response [74]. Restoring [252].

Restricted [270]. Retrieval [21, 22, 35, 132, 220, 221]. Reusable [114].


Rural [170].


schema [208]. Schemas [184, 268]. Scholar [80]. Scholarly [4, 131, 255, 265].

Scholarship [206, 249]. Science [67, 84, 274, 283]. Scientific [127, 161, 173, 211, 248].


semantically [254]. Semantics [242].


Servers [21]. Service [39, 47, 136, 172, 273].

Services [62, 128, 141, 189, 204, 212, 239, 260, 278, 279].

Sets [117]. Shadows [225]. Shared [205].


Standards [5]. State [275]. Steps [194].

Storage [126, 276]. Strategic [127].

Strategies [238]. Structural [133].

Structure [58, 202]. Structures [207].

Student [238]. Study [1, 42, 50, 166, 170, 200, 234, 242, 250, 275].


System [22, 68, 183, 187, 199, 244].

Systemless [229]. Systems [5, 7, 9, 18–20, 32, 57, 136, 139, 143, 211, 219, 236, 253].


Technical [127]. Technique [175].
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transformations [225]. Tripitaka [79].
Trust [252]. Trusted [191, 194, 196].
Trustworthy [248]. Truth [88]. turn [232].
Twist [271]. Two [15].

UBIQUITOUS [145]. UK [116]. ULIS [45, 55].
Understanding [237]. Unified [150].
University [1, 276, 279]. Update [190].
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Usage [234]. Use [40, 48, 114, 142, 165, 192].
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